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SETTLING;-,OF AEROSOL, INTRODUCED
INTO-, I.IE ATMOSPkERE AS A VERTICALTURBULENCE STREAM

V. F. Dunsk-ILy

A theory of the convective diffusion of an aerosol from a
point or a linear source usually considers only the discharge

capa'ity of the source; the remaining prope rties (initial

kind-ic and' thermal energy etc., imparted to the aerosol) are
not c'pnsidered in t, ne theory.

In the majority of cases such simplification is permissible.

Ho Wever, when solving certair technical problem, involving a

polwerful stream source, this s'implification introduces severe

distortions, and deprives the resulus of any practical value.

In solving such :p~oblems it is advisabile to use the technique

of the semi-emperical theory of turbulent streams [1]. An

example using this theory is tie study ofr the trajectory of

thermal flows in the near-earth layer of the atmosphere [2].

Certain e'lements of this theor, may be also used in solving

the problem which we consider here concerning the settling cf

aef-e'o1 from a ver,,ical stream..

FTD- T-23-162-73 i



When farm crops are sprayed with fine drops using a piurface

generator wyhich creates a stream of evenly dispersed aerosol

(air with drops injected into i£t-) the effec'tive capture width

can be €onsiderab'ly increased by directing the stream upward.

The stream lifts the drops to a certain height, and the drops

settle over a consiiidePrb).y bPoader area than when- the stream
is directedhorizontally. The 'heit to which the drops of

the streah are lifted decreases as tof, ,,ind speed increases,-

this decreases the influehce frQm wind, velocity on the spread

of the drops over the treated area, i.e. ,.the dependence of the

re:;ults of the treatment on meteorological conditions decreases.

These adVantages have acted as a stimulus for conducting, a

series ,of experiments, (see for example, [31), in order to con-

firm the advantages of 'this method.

The height tb which the drops rise is deterinined, by the

shape of the stream in the wind carrying it. The shape ,of

the axis of a stream of air flowing in'to a transepse flow

from a circular nozzle can be determined from the foilowing

empirical formula, proposed by Siacndorov [)I]-:

Xt _ _ ' - qo,' Ctg aO,.. 2 Z--L ) ,,, -- ,2 ('1 .Lu cg~ (1)
216 q0Y 0, , q02

where x, z -, coordinates of_ 'the points o'v the stream axis (the

z-axis is directed upward', origin of coordinates lies in the

center of the no, zzle exit section, x--axis is directed along the

drifting flow);, RO , a0 - nozzle radius and' angle formed by the

nozzle a)U':s and the drilthing flow;

a're the velQcity heads in the drifting flow and in the nozzl&

exit section respectively.

- I'll- 2 3-162 -73I
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2 The formula is valid throughou the change of q 0 2/q 3 1 from

2 to 2e and 0O from

Yu. V. Iyanov [5] obtained another empirical formula, which

is valid in the interval 2 < qo 2 /qOl < 1000, 600 < a0 < 1200,

IC

Another theoretical solution to the problem is also known [l),

which conforms satisfactorily with formulas (1) and (2).

Exact correspondance betweeneempirical formulas (1), (2)

obtained by means of modeling, and a process of interest to us,

would have 'aken place under the condition of geometric similarity

and equality of the corresponding criteria of similarity. This

condition was not observed;, however, the deviations from

geometric similarity are of a secondary nature, and the d!.fferences

in the Reynolds criterion (when Re > 20,000),and in the degree

of turbulence of a tangled or a drifting flow has little effect

on t:ne structure of the streams ([1], p. 575). Therefore, it

may be assumed that formulas (1), (2) may be approximately

applied, to the considered process of' the flow of a vertical

turbulent air-drop stream into the atmosphere under conditions

which resolve the way in which the spraying is conducted (inversion-,

isothermy, weak convect-ion).

According to formulas (1), (2), the ordinate of the stream

projectory z increases without limit as the distance from the

nozzle x increases. Ho,.,ever, as the length of the stream increases

its average velocity v rapidly decrea;es (because of the

intensive mixing with the surrounding air and the constant

momentum), and at i certain z = M the vrtical component v z
of the average 3treau velocity approache.; in magnitude the

vertical componert u o,' the averaage pulo.atiig velocity of the

FTD-1IT-23-162-7 3 3



drifting flow, after which the difference betweeh the stream

and the drifting flow for all practical purposes disappears. it

may be shown that the statement v z = u approximatel corresponds

to the inclination -f the stream tg a -0.2, whence, from

formula (2) we obtain -te following formula for the height

to which the stream is lifted (i.e., rise of the particles under

the generator nozzle);

o 1.3

AH= 2,58R0 .). (3)'

The corresponding Ax = 1.66 AH. Since the width of the

area over which the drops settle exceeds H bj tens of times (see

below), the quantity Ax can be neglected during the computabtions.

At a rate of gravitational settling of the particles

w uI, i.-e., for che most uneven aerosol, the true height

to which the particles are lifted can turn out to be less than

that computed according to formula (3,); such particles fall

from the stream in the direct vicinity of the generator with

the appropriate generator construction and proper selection of

the operating conditions. These particles make up an insignificant

portion of' the sprayed substancE.

After determining the effective height of the source H =
= l + AH (H1 - height of the initial section of the stream

above the ground),, the settling of the mixture on tle ground

can be computed by using the theory of atmospheric diffusion.

The problem is formulated as follows: a continmuous point; source,

of the (settling) mixture moves to heiget. H with constant

speed vn perpendicularly to the wind, and moves over path I in

time T. We seek the solution to the equation of unsteady

diffusion under the corresponding iniitial and boundary conditions.

'An element of an aerosol stream at heighJt 11 may be
approximately considered as a point oource, .sLnce the dimensions
of the stream cross section at this heillor are small in comparison
with H.



4.

With such a formulatton of the problem, its solution is

complex, and it is difficult to obtain simple computational

formulas; further simp.lificati6ffs are advisable.

Let us show chat c6nsideraole simplifica ions are possible

without damagi.ng the accuracy of che s'olution if we limit

ourselves to determinatton of the density of the deposit of

mixture on the gFound. The considered process. is unsteady:

local values -of th cornotntration Df mixture c(x, y) Z, T),

in the near-earth layer" of air are tIme-variable. However, 'the

accumulated values tc(x, y, Z,x )dT = (x, y, z),. obta intd
,0

by summing the instantaneous values of c at-each point, and

determining the density of the deposit of mixture on the ground,

possess a stationary (tfrne-independent-) field. In solving

tnis problem, as, in che mcjority of problems related to the

deposit of a, heavy mixture of the near-earth layer of air

tc the ground, we are usually interested in the density of the

deposit of mixture, i..e., the accumulated,, and not the instantaneous

values of the concentration. Therefore the nonstationary

protlem of the depobi, of mixture from an instantaneous

continuous moving source may be re-duced to the stationary

problem of the depo6sit of mixture from an equivalent' continuous

4i xed ,source.

We will prove the admis-ibility of such a simplification for

the most simple case of an instantaneous point source, namely,

that from the point of view of deposits being formed, it can

be replaced by a continuous point source, equivalent in power.

Assume to be known the function G f(x; y, z, i - t), determin-

ing the fields of concentrations e for an instantaneous point

source with output G1 kg,. operating at -c = t. The dens'ity 3f

'In the sense of created deposit-.



the deposits of mixture of the ground (z = Z0 ), created by this

source at a rate of gravitational settling of particles w,

g: -"=-Gt j" / (x, y, zo, ":- I ) d-,

or, after transforming the variable under the tntegral sign T = 0 +t,

and the corresponding change of the limits of integration

g,= , f (,x, y,; so, 6) Ad(4

0

Let us now uurn to 'd continuous po it source with output

G2 kg/s

Using the principle oC superpositinri, we will consider it

as the totality of an infinitely larCe nudober of elemeLtary

instantaneous poi-nt r rces with output 0 Ji, operating in

series over an infinite fraction of time T. Field of con-

centration dc,, created bLy ea, ch source at t.ime T = t

dc - 0., d:/(x, y. z, '-- -).

The total concentration of mixtitre created by the totality

of elementary sou-rces at a time T = t

fx, y, z, t - -) - a .(x, y, Z, t--

or after transforming the ve-riable unhder I-iw integral sign,,

T = t - 0, and the corresponding chant-e f the limits of

integration

f(x, y, z, Gjd.

The density of the deposit left after one second by the

totality of elementary sources, corresponding to the continuous

source under consideration,

92 f (x , 0 O)dO. (5)

d-b



With identical flow rates of mixture, ie., when G1 [kg] =

-2 [kg/s], expressions (4) and (5) are identicali and g =g;

the equivalence has been proved.

An analogous method may also be used to prove the equi-valence

o, (in our sense) of both instantaneous and continuous linear

sources of infinite e-,tent, instantaneous and continuous linear

of finite length etc. We can also prove the equivalence of

sources as applied to our problem, namely, a continuous linear

source of length 1, passing over path I in time T. Neglecting

boundary effects, the latter can be approximated by a source of

infinite extent.

As a result of our simplification the problem reduces to the

solution of the equation of steady diffusion

U(Z c(X. z) ac c(x, Z) _ z Oc (x, z)](6
OX VJz Oz

as applied to the settling of an evenly dispersed aerosol
on the vegetation cover of the earth, i.e., taking into

consideration not only settling due to g ravity, but also settling

due to inertia. As was shown in [6], in this case the boundary

conditions on the upper edge of' the vegetation cover z = h

OC (x, h)
z =aC(x, h), (7)

wh e re a ih 2,w (h) - w (h,r + ) (8)
K (h)

= c(xt) a - coefficient for the retetion of particles by

plants; 3 - specific area of projection of plants onto an area

normal to u; r - specific area of horizontal projection of

plants; K - coefficient of convective diffusion,

The condition of the source

c.(O, z) -"T ""( ')

7
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'w here 6- dellta-functibn symbol/ -G - output of cont inuous linear

i . ~source, s >::

0 J 0

C u -• -

(w " h coendsf to infiitry) isgvni ' pe

C

- (w.he 6la-iont symbole w ol

souce (I+q x (A -

( & whe coendsto to infinerty),i ie n[].u "pe

cO-(x. whe (10)-o~

Thsthe soluton on hi pRolem when rz n h sm

Kkz) kz a (z-= 0.

rt " z0  roughness factor. In addition to preise

U* edof friction ."

~~~solution 0there is '-an apP~'x imate formula for the ldensity of '

deposit of mixture of the. ru, t ond c u i acori'

to formua-, ' ) nd (10) ith the xeiaa 0)ta

where

(Il-q) exp(-A/x) fA)P"'

This is the soltion of Rounds [7] for z = 0 in the same

problem, but without taking into consideration settlang due
o inertia; in place of condition (7) we have

K~z O~x'') Oas z-O.

Here PI is the gamma-function symbol

I-u (H) ____

u,- "feed of friction,."'

Let iv now compare th~e results of computations according

to formula' ) and (10) with the experimantal data.

An expert-mental stud3, of the settling of an aerosol from

a vertical turbulent stream created by a moving generator was

8



"cor.ducted in the Krasnodarsk Kray and the Armeniah SSR £8] and

in tj-ie Kusanay oblast [3]. The~ experiments [8] were conducted

with aerosol generatbrs EAU-1 and AG-L6,, equipped with an argled

Venturi tube; the liquid was sprayed by a high-speed air floW:

in a narrow section of the tube. The output and the power of
.., the stream wenre approximagtely identdcal for both generators.

The experlrrents in £3] made use of a significantly higher-poWer
Sgeeator -30, equipped with an angledtube having large

through sections.. The long-range vertical stream created by

this generator ensures up to 200 m coverage span.

During the experiments, the generator, placed on a two-

wheel trailer or on the platform of a truck, moves perpendicularly

to the wind at a speed of 4-6 _kgh__... Ves.se ls, _and_..asse are

rcak around on the ground parallei to the wind in order to0

measure the amount of liquid which has settled on the ground

under the plants, and the dimenions of these drops. A
The glasses had been preliminarily coated with a layer

of Zinc stearate or silicone in order to ensure a constant

contact angkle (spreading factor) of droqps of different dimensions.

The glasses witn the deposited drops were examined under a

microscope; the drops were counted and measured,, then diviJed

into classes by dimensions taking into conrsiteration the area

of glass which was examined. Preliminary experilrlents had

established that the effect of evaporatIon of drops of the

volatile liquids which had u~en usd (tranformer oil and

solar o 1) could be neg)ected,.

Ln comparison wi1 ;ti tneory lhe 3rator cf polydisperse

aerosol was considered as tho tot-qIitY of several zources of

monodisperse aerosol (fractions with i,,row range of drop

dimensicns) acting independently; rhe s1ttI.,, of each fraction

was analyzed separately.

(



' The degree of dis;persion of th~e aerozol "in the stream at

the generator exi-t i-.:a deteiChmined with the~ue .of a e'cas- de '

.- , 0

impactor' wlth- slot-type gate. The output:of the source,, correspond- -
ing to the i-th fraction of aerosol, wa , taken as, G. F Ghi,, where-

1h is the relative weight of The i-ih frac-tion at the generator

exit.

,,',Duringz each experiment gradient" measurements^were made of

the average wind velocity u and air tL-Mi'erature t at 0..'5 and' 2 m.

Agcoraing to the Pesults of the gradient neasurements in the

isothermic state, the roughness factor . was determined.

The experiments were carried out c,..r smooth areas, covered

with a sparse grass 5-15 cm high (plain, virgin soil).,

In order to decrease the effect .,: 1"'.)ctuations in the

density of aerosol deposit .g it is adv7-,le to use for

comparison the averaged results of sevcral experiments, con-

ducted under apprdximately identical :c'es,,-rrologica.l conditions,

or conducted with a double treatment wL.-n the fluctuations are

less. The conditions of conductin,7 eyp.erirints are -iven

in Table 1.

The values of the density of depo,:it CO of the individual

fractons of aerosol, ave'raged for each i'roup of experiments.,

was taken for comparison; au-ring the coamputations the values of

paramu ters given in Table 2 were use(k

It is not difficull tc see that the .-;riall a h values make

tb.- denominator in the right side of foraula (9) close to

unity, i.e., under the given conditions (1,ow sparse grass, 100-,i
drops) the settling due to inertia plays a secondary role.

Fikure 1 cumpares, the results of tje computations (solid

lines) and experiments (points) fol- ohnt o'tue aerosol fractions

1I
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Fig. 1. Computed and measured values of density
deposits g of drops with diamete -  P In a

stream of aerosol directed upw.ard.

for three different generators , The atrreement between the

measured and the computed values of CO i., satisfacotry. Analogous

results wev.e also obtained for the other fractions.

Thus, our method (using the theory of convective diffusion

with the theory, of t urbulent, -treams) gives us results which

agree satisfactorily with e; 4erimental data, and lead to formulas

which are -uitable for approximate practical calculations.
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